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November  16, 1961 
CONGRATULATIONS
 FROM 
THE  PRESIDENT 
For the last 
quarter of a 
century
 San Jose State 
Colle.:
 







publications  and 
for
 its well -trained






 of all the 





















to participate in 





 and to tour
 the new 
facilities































joint -session of the San Jose Ad; 






San  Jose Public Re-






port the results 
of the Public Re -
lotions Society of America's an-
nual conference held this 
week  in 
I Houston, Tex., where




Mr. Eden -Green is president of 
 the 
Institute  of Public 
Relations.  
Britain's 
equivalent  of the Public 
; Relations Society 
of America. Ile 
is also public relations director of 








The P R. 
director  
will  he 
the 
sliecI,l 
guest of Pi Alpha 
Nii 
professional public relations fra-




















ALAN  B. 
EDEN
-GREEN  











lions with a speech following a 
luncheon  in the 
cafeteria 
rooms,  


































































































 Way Today 







 will be celebrated 






 today with a luncheon
 in 
cafeteria room 
A. featuring Alan 
Eden -Green, 
president  British In-







of Dr. Dwight 
Bentel
 









 of journalism 
Douglas Edwards.
 CBS brrso' 
caster,



















Woolen's  center 
At 2 p.m. 
Tuesday






"Where  Do 
































11:30  a.m. 
Morris  
auditorium assembly. Wednesda, 
An organizations
 invitational 
buffet luncheon will be at 12:30 
pm.  in the journalism
 buildin: 
featuring guest







Special guests at  the 
lunche,' 





Moore.  dean 
of 
sciences  and occupations.
  
Joe 

























 by -San .1.3se Mercury" 
will be shown




 will he demonstration of 
TV 







 will he open 

































































































If there were 
to
 be Ili 
persons  named 
ho, during the past 
quarter century, have
 done the most for the 
field  of journalism 
and mass communications,
 Dr. Dwight 
Bentel,
 head of the SJS 
Journalism & 
Advertising  department. 
would  rank among the 
highest. 
He has devoted unceasing
 efforts to the training of not otil 
capable and efficient 
but  also responsible journalists. Not con-
tent with training journalists to perform the mechanics of the 
profession. Dr. Bettiel has insisted on his students learning to 
think, to work hard and to at all times strive for fairness and 
accuracy in every facet of news reporting.
 
Almost single-handedly, he has built a 
department  that is 
now 








and editors for 
professional  quality 
manpower  to staff their 
publications. 
He has, by imparting
 his experience and 







 than merely produce
 a 
news-
paper  or 
magazine:





the effects of 
which are 




 hundreds of 
publications 


















man gets to that state 
where
 there could be nothing 
worse for him, you
 cannot blame 
him if he turns to 
the elusive hope 
of ;communism." 
These are




 consul general 
of -Iran who 
spoke Friday night to 
gusts at a 
program




While all of 
Iran's
 sympathies 
art with the West,
 the consul gen-
eral said, "my 
country  lacks the 
tOhnical assistance,
 the know-how 
mad the capital to 
be
 a self-suffi-
cient member of the western bloc." 
'He added that, while his coun-
try's  oil revenues total 
about  $300 
million yearly, 65 per 
cent
 of this 
goes
 
to various projects  set up to 
carry out the economic develop-
ment of the county, 
and the other 
35 per cent goes partly for defi-
ciencies in the budget, partly for 
operating the 
National  Iranian 
Oil co. 
In his address entitled "Iran and 
the Regional Pacts," 
Eshraghi 
said that 
regional  alliances have 
become
 more than military agree-
ment, they are socio-economic pro-
grams.
 
He said that NATO is "by far 
the most
 important of the  regional 
treaties" in 
existence. 
The consul general was intro-
duced by Dr. James W. Thornton, 
assistant to Pres. John T. Wahl-
quist, Dr. Thornton represented 
SJS at the program, which was co-
sponsored by the International Stu-
dents' 
Organization
 and the Inter-
national Relations club. 
Following his address, Mr. Esh-
raghi answered questions 
from the 
audience. 
The questions came in the form 
of brief 
speeches  made by mem-
bers of the 
Organization  of Iranian 
Students of 
Northern  California. 
whose members expressed opposi-
tion to 
the Iranian government 











A series of exhibitions featur-
ing art work by San Jose State 
students will be shown through-
out the state during the coming 
year, according to John V. De 
Vincenzi, assistant professor of 
art and 
chairman  of the exhibits. 
The Art department's "Travel-
ing Art Exhibitions" of student 
work are 
available
 to colleges, 
junior  colleges, high schools and 
other institutions interested in 
the promotion of art. 
Students and others interest-
ed in current original 
work by 
SJS artists may also use the 
exhibits, De Vincenzi said. 
EXHIBITS INCLUDE 
Included in the program are 
individual exhibits of oil and 
water color paintings, beginning 
and advanced figure drawings, 
beginning and advanced designs, 
beginning and advanced draw-
ings, printmaking and commer-
cial art. 
The
 only "cost" in using these 
exhibitions 
are the prepaid and 
Insured shipping 
fees to the next 





 will be cov-
ered by the Art department 
when the 
exhibits  are not being 
shown elsewhere. 
Exhibits 
will  be available for
 
three-week showings, however, 
special 
arrangements  for a long-
er period will be made if the 
exhibit in question is not sched-
uled for showings elsewhere. 
The only exhibit currently 
"on the road" is an advanced 
drawing exhibition being shown 
at 
Long  Beach state college. 
Other  exhibits have been bor-
rowed by the San Jose Art cen-
ter and the San Jose Art Giuld. 
Student works used in the 
traveling  shows are selected by 
faculty 
members
 from the an-
nual Spring Art exhibition. 
EXTENSIVE ARRANGEMENTS 
Shows  have been sent out from 
SJS for more than eight years 
but never have been arranged 
as extensively as this one, De 
Vincenzi said. 
Former shows presented a 
wide variety of art in 
a single 
exhibition. Today these are spe-
cializedeach show represents 
a single art form. Ten 
separate  
shows will be sent out this year. 
Although three- dimensional 
pieces 
such as sculpture 
are not 
represented in the 
exhibits,  they 
will be expanded until 
they even-
tually represent the whole Art 
department. 




































Photos lt ANDY SCHWARTZ 
As the Journalism & Advertising department celebrates its 25th 




 press play 





 production, published primarily for students, we turned to 
the readers for
 the answer. 
Judy Brokmer, freshinan
 
"The newspaper should 
provide the 
students  with 
news of what is going on 
around campus, stimulate 
interest in campus activi-
ties, and cover different 
points of views on contro-









 and world happenings 
should be 
the role of the 
college paper. It should 
be a leader
 in getting 








play a vital role in which 
it would adhere mainly to 
local happenings
 on cam-
pus. It should be open to 
criticism from any and 
all sides and allow stu-
dents to voice their 
thoughts in the paper." 




role. It should 
cover both school events 
and 
world  news because 
it is the only paper some 
students read. There 
should be editorials and 
student surveys on 
con-
troversial opinions and 





















per's role should 
be one 
of 
informing;  it 
doesn't  







life of students 
both on and off campus. 
It should 
convey students' 





































 only by 
him 
and the 
other  driver. 
'This is most 
refreshing,"  said 
Judge 
Frank Massa. 














Marsh,  dean of 
summer sessions
 at the Univer-
sity of 
California  at Berkeley, 
will read a 
cutting of Liam 
Flaherty's book








 College Theater. 
Dr. Marsh
 is the former chair-




His  reading 
is being spon-
sored by the Speech 
and Drama 




This is his second
 appearance 
here. In a 
previous reading he 
presented 
"Turnabout"  by Wil-
liam Faulkner. 
Dr. Lawrence H. 
Mouat, pro-
fessor













Wednesday  at 
the Ba-
ruch 
School  of 
Business.  
The 
vampires  were 
four co-




lure other students 




















and  the 
world. 
The  paper 
is part


















 it is now, 
but 




 of things 
that are



















 It should cover
 
local and
 national issues 






"The paper should take 
an editorial stand on con-
troversial issues, but cover 
both 
sides  of a case. It 







students  of 


















 is the 
students' way
 of knowing 
what is going 
on in the 
world. 






























 write Supreme Court 
opinions? 
An unqualified "no" to this 
perennial question is given by a 
Washington lawyer, Barrett Pret-
tyman jr., who has had the un-
usual experience of being 
clerk  to 
three justices. 
Once in a while a 
clerk is al-
lowed to try his hand at a first 
draft, Prettyman says.
 But more 




 in citations, etc., on his 
boss's opinion. 
And "in no case 
is
 the clerk 
solely or even chiefly responsible 
for the 
finished  product." 
This statement from one who 
should know may relieve
 some of 
the less informed Court critics 








  The 
United States is donating food to 
help stave off starvation for about 
three million Africans, including 
refugees in 
the Congo and Togo, 





for Peace agency offi-
cial said 










Togo,  including 



















































Another  is 
condensing 
the gigan-
tic  court 















important  is 
"to act


















in an effort not





 but to 
make 
him think 
through  his 
deci-
sion. 
These  sessions 
between each 
justice and 
his  clerks are 
some-
times
























an ex -lawyer with a 
critical  
eye for 








































































 is bad. 
I have not yet 
read 





















































It is not an 
act.  It 








ever that is) unless the










raged. In other 
words if 















 even if one 
wants 























had lived in a 












people and events 


















 is, in 





















Rather  than 








to allow all to speak, 
regardless
 
































 back for 








may be terrific to 
another.  















































 than command. 
The overriding
 principle





only  as 
dangerous as we 








 or any 























 to rise 







it is really a 













of '61 would like to 
thank  the 
Spartan Daily staff for all its
 
help before and during Home-
coming week. Without your co-
operation, we would not have 





Keep Coed Away! 
!Alit ur 
How decent of you to express 
your reaction to the impolite 
audience which attended the 
first production of 
"Kiss Me 
Kate"! I don't
 enjoy attending 
any 
kind of production given at 
schoolin 
Morris  Dailey audi-
torium 









umnist  Logan Gourley 
Friday of-
fered advice to those 
who  want 
to
 stop smokinglight
 up a new 
Italian brand that
 has a red 
traffic light 
on the pack. The 
cigarettes 









f934, at San 
Jose, California, 
under the 
















year.  Sub. 
scriptions
 accepted 
only  on a 
remainder -
of -school 
basis.  In fall 












2083,  2084. 
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Editor   
--
  Ken Winkler * 
Fine 
Arts  












 Bob Holladay 
Photo 
Editor















Eloise  Graham 


















 be more 









Adventure:'  a film-
ed candid 
story of Pacific surf-




 Morris Dailey auditori-
urn at 8 o'clock, sponsored by 
Sparta 
party,  campus political 
group.
 
Tickets, at $1.25, are avail-
able in the Student Affairs Busi-
ness office,
 TH55. 
Photographed by Bruce 
Brown,














 is the sound























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Mrs.  Robert McCroskey
 
4360 E. Reed,
 San Jose 












































































































































































with  its policy. 
Sports  







































































































































































 San Jose 
State: newspapers, 
advertising 
agencies,  company 
publications,  
business papers, 
chambers  of com-
merce, radio and television news 
departments, 
publicity
 and public 









feature  of the 
depart-
ment's training program 
is that 
all A.B. candidates are required 
to serve one semester's 
internship  
on the job with one of the com-
munications media. 
Frequently the 
Internee is hired by the 
organiza-
tion with which he served his ap-
prenticeship. 
Chapters of all the national pro-
fessional fraternities are repre-
sented at SJSC: Sigma Delta Chi,  
editorial society for men: Theta 
Sigma Phi, editorial fraternity for 
women; Alpha Delta Sigma, ad-
vertising fraternity, men; Gamma 
Alpha Chi, advertising 
fraternity,  
women; Kappa Alpha 
Mu,  photo-
journalism 















 by the "College Times"
 and "San 
scholastic  journalism fraternity 
1Jose 
State College Times." 
for men and women. A colony on 
The latter's 
adviser, Dr. Carl the 
Spartan  campus two years 
' 
Holliday,  professor of 
English,  ago started a 
national  fraternity 
was succeeded
 in 1934 by Dr. I for
 public relations 
collegians -
Dwight Bentel, who also 
was]
 Pi Alpha Nu, 
named department 
head. 
The department belongs  to 
nine  
Other 
advisers,  in addition 
to professional 
organizations:  the 
Dr. Bentel, were 
Dr. William American
 Association of 
Schools
 
and Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon,
 and Departments 
of
 Journalism. 
asociate professar of 
journal- American 
Society












of the Daily. 
He was Central




Mrs. Irene Epstein 
who  
Newspaper
 Publishers Association. 
came to 



































































































































































































































































































































Times"  in 
1909 
followed  
MRS. IRENE EPSTEIN 






























































































































Jose  State 









 of its staff
 of any other
 school 
or department





head  of the 
department  of 
journalism  and 
ad-
vertising said. 
He referred to a 
recent survey 
which showed the 
combined  years 
of 














represents  almost 




 who added, "That's 
one reason for the department's 
StICCOSS." 




news training, and one of 23 na-
tionally
 accredited 
sequences  in 
advertising,
 the Department of 
Journalism & Advertising 
is
 rec-





Only five colleges and univer-
sities on the 
Pacific
 Coast, includ-




Only three colleges and univer-
sities on the Pacific 
Coast,  includ-
ing San Jose State
 College. offer 
approved 
sequences in advertising. 
The  department also is gaining 
wide recognition for 
its  programs 
in public 













and  activities program which to 
date has prepared 670 
graduates 
for
 work in the 
mass  communica-
tions 




Mackay, associate professor of 
journalism, 
came to the depart-
ment in 1959 from 
the  Wall 
Street 
Journal  where he served 
as bureau 
manager  for the Jour-




J. Reed is 
instructor
 of publicity, 
Journalism 130, the only pub-
licity course offered at San Jose 
State College. Roed 
is an SJS 
graduate and 
holds  his master's 
from UCLA. 
TV et RADIO 
REPAIRS  














his newspaper  at 
Selma,  
Calif.,  




















tion as publications 



















will  be 
released  
Dec. 22 
to return home for 
the 
holidays. The
 Army said 
the re-
cruits will be 




of the draftees will be or-
dered to report by Dec. 15, and 
an attempt will be made to com-
plete inductions 
by Dec. 22, the 
Army








be allowed to 
complete  this pro-
cedure
 in January. 
'woos MEXICO et 
CHRISTMAS
 
OmmaAcapi.lco-Yamo-Mmice  City 
Mo nth 
a.PatscoaroGisia  dalajare 
IS DAYS only






































 . . 
',Ler° . Lake 
Cf
 adela . . . Guide. 

























 & TAMI 
SKIRTS
 















 5:304 p.m.  





















































































 young modern 
with
 more taste than 
money.  
There  is no need to compromise your own 








Koret of California brings 
you the very smartest in 
fashion  wear at 
reasonable prices. 
Featured below: 
(a) Blouse by Ship n' Shore,  various 
colors  
and patterns, complete 





 wool slack, fully 
lined, 
assorted 
patterns  and 
colors.  $13.95. 
(c) This 
smart  suit 
is 
perfect
 for any 
occasion.
 
Featured  in the 








































San  Jose 





versity of California 
Bears as 
their first
 round opponent 
to-
night at 6 





Treasure  Island. 
California, 
easily















































competed  in the 
state 
college 
water  polo 
tourna-
ment
 at Long Beach








 all ot which follow

















165 W San 
Fernando  St. 
Pacific -Foothill 

































































7 p.m. with the championship 
tilt getting under ssa at 10 p.m. 
A consolation 
final  sstll tat.'
 





 be Jim 
Mousers.
 
lirrb Matter and Bob 
Wegniati  















Others likely to 





and Bob Lee. 




j Dave Corbet, a season long 
starter 
for the 
Spartans.  will be unable to 







 Men ... 
FULL TIME
 PAY 
Service and Sales of 
New  
Products
 by Appointment. 
Phone FR 8-0093 for Interview. 







 OUR NEW 
TAKE -AWAY SUNDAE 12c 
CHILI
 (25a) or CHILI BURGER 
(40c)  
OPEN WEEK DAYS 6:30 A.M. TO 7 
P.M. 
SATURDAY FROM 8 A.M. TO 4 P.M. 
SNO-MAN 
OPEN 10 A.M. to 10:30 P.M. DAILY 
Kitty Corner from Men's Gym at 4th and San Carlos 
Basic to all your precious American 
freedoms i.tlu 
freedom of the press, guaranteed to you
 Its
 the 









channels of information in 
order 
that you may sisely and fully meet all the 
responsibilitie-  anti exercise
 all the rights and 
and pris id 
a free citizen in a free nation. 
Wendy Glen congratulates
 the Department of 
Journalism
 and Advertising for imbuing in
 
it
the .American ideal of the 
free  pre,. 
Tialay  





 and mark the
 
anniversary






ahead- forward to another 
twelmfik 
f
 :1ears of 
preserving  our basic freedom 



























 Anetsky and Ben 
Tucker.  
..itailtasiesseat 
Not pictured is Charlie Clark. The squad, 
coached 
by Dean Miller, will compete 
in the 
NCAA











If the Army and Paul Seymour -and With Jerry West's 33 
points added in. the Lakers 
some of the other coachesget their way the pro- 
had little trouble taking their 11th win in 13 games 
gram sellers around the  National Basketball As- and 
moving three games ahead in the NBA's West-
sociation arenas will be doing a land office business ern Division Walt 
Bellamy led the Packers with 
to fans attempting to figure out who's standing 
out on the court. 
The Army gets the Los Angeles Lakers' all -
NBA star, Elgin Baylor. And if Seymour has his 
,iy a 
few  new faces will be looking out 
from St. 
Louis Hawks 
uniforms --and soon. 
Baylor. Army bound Nov.




from a Los Angeles crowd 
of 6 867 fang 
hen 
he left the court last Wednesday night after 
..mporarily finishing his 
home career by leading 
.'te Lakers to a 133-118 win 
over the Chicago 
ickers.  
His 36 points 
and 16 rebounds
 led both teams.
 
The Hawks, last year's NBA Western Division 
champs, have won only five and lost nine and 





 Cliff Hagan and Clyde Lovellete. 
The Packers have indicated 
some interest in the 
Hawk players and with 
Baylor departing next week 
the Lakers would like to add 
someone. 
Bailey Howell's 30 points 
helped the Detroit 
Pistons slap the
 Hawks with their 





 plans to ttade any 
one "of my 
best players" to get 
St. Louis rollingand
 indi-
cated he'd like Howell 











 guard!" This 
utterance,  
miliar  to fencing enthusiasts at 
San Jose 
State,  is a common sound
 
Tuesday nights at 
7 when members 
of 
the  Women's Recreation associa-
tion 
fencing  club meet in WG22.
 




ners in fencing, 
is supervised by 
Alfonz Lengyel,
 assistant professor 
of art. 
Prof. 
Lengyel,  who was cham-
pion of the Royal
 Hungarian Mili-
tary academy in 
1944
 in saber, an 
advanced form 
of
 fencing, was a 
Hungarian freedom 
fighter before 
coming to the United
 States in 
1955. 
When first arriving 
here.  Prof. 
Lengyel taught fencing 
at SJS. He 
then
 went to France 
where  he 
owned


















multiple meet at the 
gymnasium  0! 
San Francisco
 city college Dec. 
9. 
The IIFA is an 
association of 
five colleges and 
seven junior col-
leges. Colleges in 
the association 
are Cal  Poly, 
Humboldt
 state, San 
Francisco state, the 
University of 
California  
and  SJS. 
Junior
 colleges in the 
association 
are 
San  Francisco, San 
Mateo,  Mo-
desto.
 Napa, Monterey 
Peninsula.   
-Hnia 
Rosa  and 
Valley.  
During 
the 1961-62 college year 
Ill-'A 






to the one 
Dee. 
They 
will  he held March 3, 
31 
d 









 have a master 
 ncing lesson. At 
the lesson, the 
Ali presents
















?hued Pah. E7' .711 
WHOLESALE  
DISTR IBUTOP-, 













event  is usually 
culminated  
}with  fencing practice
 in the after-
noon. 
Last year 














 ing in the 
program are 
supplied with foils. 
masks and gloves 
by the Physical 
Education 
department for
 use in 
the club 




 lockers, fencing 








 for men. 
5nd,  tch..... 
READY TO TANGLEGeorge Ingalls (I. to r.) and Joanne Ka-
tanic, 
members  of the Women's Recreation assn., fencing club, 
raise 
swords  in preparation






















16th or l'oh 














































 championship  
Fri-
day by battling Theta Xi 
to a 






 a victory 
would give them the title, nearly 
pulled the 
game
 out of the fire 
late in the 
game when
 its passing 
attack began to click. But PiKA 
stopped
 the drive with four plays 
left in 
the  game and 
hung  on for 
the tie. 
PiKA met the independent cham-
pion, Mary Ann's Maulers, for the 
all -college championship Sunday 
afternoon in Spartan stadium. 
The tie gave PiKA a 
record of 
14-2-1 in the final 
standings,  with 
Theta Xi winding up at 7-2-2. 
Third place went to DU, which 
had a 7-3-1
 mark. 
The loss of the title
 was a bitter 
one




saw the championship slip away 
from
 
them on two tonsecutive 
scoreless ties. ATO battled them 
I. 
a stalemate Thursday, while PIE 







battle was a replay of an earl,. 
contest. Theta Xi wen the 
match, but a PiKA protest 
upheld. 
Mary Ann's, Independent 
league winner, became indepen,1 




In other f 
ra rn it y leatme























































































































































elegant . . . so 
fashionsble  








shampoos and sets 
are
 all
 part of 
MISS 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  Sintea  
Volt  o 


















































































































elliillthiantie  crowd (if
 over 














 half -way 
point
 of the 
race, 










All  of the SJS white
 and gold 
clad harriers 
voiced
 their opinion 
than this was one 
of the best laces 
they 
have
 ever run. The team. 
which 
breaks
 from a football 
type
 
huddle with a cheer before ever) 






title  at 
E:kst
 
Lansing, Mich., Monday, 
Nov. r 
Pat Travis, homecoming queen 
presented
 the top three men With
 
awards 
and  then gave out the 
team 




 shaking their heads in won-
der over the









pleased  with the
 race re -
CORONA  UNDERWOOD ROYAL REMINGTON 
TYPEWRITERS RENTED 













machine  if 





SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO. 
Free
 Parking 
24 S. SECOND ST. CYpress 
3-6383
 





















 delivery or 40%











 our plant 



































































































Hur  OK? 
114. 
"I LIKE THIS,"
 says Angie, 
wife
 of SJS gridiron 
guard Bob Bass, 
as the 
couple  decides what 
music  to listen to. 
Angie,  full-blooded 
Italian, "never fixes
 Italian food." 
When  spaghetti is 
cooked  at 
the Bass apartment,
 it's through the 
efforts of Bob. 
Angie  reports 
Bob is a 
"perfectionist
 in the kitchen."






































 period oon 








points and led. II -7. 
Spoil an 






















































Fresno State scored again .1:: 
before
 the lad! ended with


















a pl If  
mitt -way in the third
 quarter. IS, 
scored
 in just two plays
 and a 






off and Lan, 
Doss brought the 
ball  right 




blocking  for a 
quick 
TH, s..is 
couldn't convert, however, :mot 




























trailed,  20-'21. 
Masich 





 Note: This is Oho 
final of 
a 
nine part series describing 
the  lives , 
and roles of SJS gridders'
 wires. 
What
 a break for a football' 
player 
to
 be married to 
a pretty, 
lian  young lady! 
Imagine all the pizza,
 lasagne,  
spaghetti and 
ravioli he. could 
eat. 
Well . . . no. Not 
this Italian 








 ball another year. 
Angie is "definitely looking for-
ward to 
this."  
Explaining the routine of foot-
ball players eating together for "a 
well-balanced
 meal." during the 
season.
 Angie 
decided "It saves 
















'Hie hazel -eyed 
brunette  ex-
ined that Bob "likes to fool 












perfectionist,  he keeps 
experimenting." 
Angie met Bob In San Rer-
oadino where tiwy were in high 
sehool. A mutual friend intro-
duced Rob and Angie Centofanti 
and Bob took It from there. 





always been a lot
 of fun, in fact, 
that first 
brought
 us together." 
She continued 
that  "Bob is well 
mannered. You 




like that anymore." 
Currently the Bass 
couple has 
no childern. Angie





Angie isn't in the 
role
 of , 
housewife, she 
works full time 
at, 






 weighing , 
has played
 football "since 
he 
in the 















 this year, 
In Grid 
Finale 
Fresno made it 36-21 five n:  
tiles later when fullback Bt... 
. Seifert rammed in horn the on.  
If rnder ori by injuries, plagued 
by fumbles, and 










Cubs 40-6 last week 
at Spartan stadium in 




 the second play of the game , 





sped 55 yards for the score.
 Blanch -
field converted and the Cal fr 





Blanchfield  and Tyrone
 Price 
the pin -point 
passing
 of Craig Mor-
ton. former 
Campbell  high school 
star, 
sparked
 the frosh's offense. 
San  Jose hit the scoreboard in 
nine plays going for 73 yards,
 cli-
maxed by a 1 -yard plunge by Herb 
Engle.  
Blanchfield was
 responsible for 
21 points as he scored three times 
and kicked three PAT's. 
Morton 
had one 25 -yard pass for a 
score  
to Joe Rapisarda. 
The Spartababes ground out the 
yardage, gaining over
 300 yards, 
but  
could  not hit pay 
dirt. Siti  had 
18 first downs
 in the first quarter 
compared



















STEAK  HOUSE 




PARKINGREAR  OLD Y.M.C.A 

































nation's  leading 
, 
passer, had 
a rough evening. He 








dropped it. key 
situations,  partly  
due  to 
Ilse frigid air ss hit 
t. 
plagued both teams. 
Jothnsoon was
 the Spartans. 
ie....  
Mg





















Championship  Nomt  in 
the  
















 is out 
I,, make the fifth entry on the
 
learn championship
 tosird 'rhe 
four entriefi
 also the golf 
to
 ant in 
1948 
:at
 the loosing 
teams in 
14701 ant) VC() 
114
 






DONUTS  IN 
TOWN  
(idinghant Oa Arrofts 

















 itcyalung hy 
QUaii  ;:c1 Mechanics 
 Cumpletely Equipped Shop 
 Genuine Parts Replacement 
 Guaranteed Work Plus Real Savings 




OPEN 7 A.M. 










Bet.    g&
 Fe.way,















Spartan  luncif 
215 
South  4th  Street 
Across from 
Science  Building 
ALWAYS A GOOD 








 againstrM's Campus 
Opinion
 Poll 12 
_..10
 Are



























































more  taste 
through 



















modern  filter. 
1 
1 
HERE'S  HOW 1029 
STUDENTS  
AT 100 COLLEGES VOTED! 

















. hum cal Ank 
Ca) 001 111. 
Get
 with the 
















students are provided 
the 
latest
 in equipment and fa-
ci!ities.
 
These  students are busy 
at some 




largers. The enlargers, located 




da-kroom  range 
in film size 
from 35m-ri 
to















































1. mei Work 
l:  '.e  Weekly 
M.n, nom Age 18 
Public
 
Relations  Work 
Sales Positions
 Open Also 
Work 
Evening  
Ha. 5304030 p.m. 
Company




Furs. When Req. 




























































at 4th St. 


















tan Daily editor, 
















 t lila ia name Jul  
it long time," Mrs. Spurgeon
 said, 
remembering the day a student of 
I.a Torre 
yearbook  staff tagged 
her with the label. 
The student 
asociated  her name with Spurgeon 
Chandler, New 






 to Mrs. Spurgeon 































C. Caldwell, Manager 





 BANOUET ROOMS 






St. at Son Antonio Son 
Jose,  California 
HONG KONG SHOPPING
 





Hand tailored in Hong Kong. 
Hundreds of fabrics to choose 





 to595  
lerdie4"  Citine-oe 
Are44  
Made from Silk Brocades 
Sizes 8 to 16 
'1495  
& up 
Alterations Done on Premises. Also Made to Order 
Your Material or Ours. 
Silk Brocades Yardage 
UNUSUAL 
GIFTS  FROM ORIENT 
HONG KONG CO. 






































Ii mail loll 
Mrs. Spurgeon




a sister of Bob 
Freitas, 
western 






Freitas,  former 
left-
handed pitcher







































































































































J. B. WOODSON 
jr. 





















She also has handled
 publicity 





 graduate, Mrs. Spur-
geon is the 
























 and is adviser 
of Theta 




 In journalism. 
She 
















They  include 
six film proc-
essing 


















































instruction.'   
Nationally 







on the staff 
of the 
University  
















 semester for 
the 
MRS. DOLORES SPURGEON 
Spartan 
Daily,
 Lyke magazine, 
m i n t .

















 Will Discuss 















































































about  the 











his  opinion. 























 to Dr. 
Richard
 Chase. 




 public mail has been 
heavily
 in favor of 
the proposal 
to teach












 be some 
opposition  from 






such as the American 
Legion,  ac 
cording to Louis 
Rubin,  consultant 
to Ventura county schools.
 
Opposing groups might
 feel that 
high school students are
 too in-- 
mature to be introduced to 
anti-
democratic 
ideologies and might 
turn against 






He called this A naive point of 






I the main item 










 3:30 p.m., accordm
 
to Al Malyon, class 
president..  
April 7 was 
the date set for the 
ball at last week's meeting. Sue 
Bertotti has been named chairman 
for the annual event 
and Lee Cox, 
selected 
public








 also announced last 
%%4,1. 









the junior class. 
STUDENT
 DISCOUNT 
ON ALL TIRES 




The most famous 
name in tires is 
Dunlop.  Used by 































































































































































October of this 
year. 
t Come
 to us for all
 your  
bak 
needs. 














































































  NEAR 






Athlete of the 
Week  
JIM MONSEES 









sees, Spartan water 
poloist
 and 1960 
Olympic trial contestant. 
Jim,  a jun-
ior at SJS, is the Water Polo squad's 
scoring
 leader this season with a total 
score of 21 goals in 58 attempts. 
Good luck to you and the team, Jim, 
when
 you meet Fresno State in the 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































p.m.  If 


















humanities  class rep-
resentatives, 
CH208,  7:30 p.m. 
Russian club, social and 
slides  
from Russia will 
be shown, HES, 
7:30 p.m. 
Freshman



































































































































































































































 2 -bedroom 
apartment.
 555 So. 
8th 
St. 
compl.  furn., incl. auto. 
washer.
 
3 or 4 
girls. 444 So. 5th. 
Transportation 
Ride wanted





Simpson,  CY 
5.9547  be-








 military antiques.  AN 
9-2144.  
TV 
rental  service. 
Rent a TV. 
STUDENT  
RATES. ES 7.2935
 after5 p.m.  
$100
 reword for +he 
return  of stereo set. 
records and
 other articles 
stolen on 
Saturday,  














































































C Help Wanted 
Services
 
















































Chest No.   
Address
 
_   
City 
  





































































































































 as a 
freshman 
















the  San 





























rind the state in his work on be-
half ot Propissilion :1, whose
 pas-
sage in November 
11956o author-
ized the spending of 
millions  of 
dollars for state college 
construc-














 began before 
he joined the 
SJS 
faculty. 






























Bente',  for 











































Pres.  T. W. Macquar-
rie 




found he also was 
instructor, pho-
tographer and 
adviser for the de-
partment's 
student  publications. In 
short, he 
WAS  the department. 
His regular school
 day during 
this time ended around
 2 am., he 
recal led. 
"It was just a matter of meeting 
the needs when 
they arose," he 
added. 







Dolores  Freitag, 
nose
 
Mrs. John Spurgeon, 
joined the 
t af f. 
In the 1940s, Mrs. Spurgeon. 
now-
associate
 professor of journalism 
and 




 while Dr. Bentel  
studied for his 
doctorate in edu-
cation at Columbia 
university,  
N" 
York, At that time,
 he also %Ai!, 
education editor for 
Editor  & Pub-
lisher,
 newspaper trade 
magazine,'  
a 
position he kept until 1957.
 ; 
OUTSTANDING  SERVICE 
, 
One  of Dr. Benters 
most  prized ' 
possessions 





tells  of h. 
selection
 as "Faculty 
Member  



























































 Market  St.) 

















































































































































































 .,!, 20. 
11111 












selected  by 
the  American 
Association
 for the Advancement 
of  
Science  to present a paper oil 
the study of 
an
 organic process in 









; Dr. Levine's liMper 
deals  a Ii, 







in the apleusobranch ascidian 
distoma ritteri. 








 on the marine species. which 
. was named
 in 1945. 
Research  was 
conducted at Stairtford universtiy's 
Hopkins Marine station near :Won-
terey and Carmel. 
She will present the paper be -
I fore the American Society of Zo-
ologists Dec. 211 in the Denver Ifil-
MRS. MARY HARRIS 
. 
. . Department 
Secretary 
the National Council 
on




























Administrators,  and a for-
mer member of 
the American 




many  demands on 
his time. Dr. Bentel
 has managed 
to 
cultivate a number of hobbies, 
notably rock
 collecting, home 
car-
pentry,
 fishing  and listening to his 
extensive collection
 of hi -fl re-
cordings. 
SELF SERVICE LAUNDRY 
to HAIR DRYER 
Hours: 6 a.m. to 11 
NO WAITING 
ED'S LAUNDROMAT 















































TILL  9 
BUDGET 
THEIR 
WARDROBES  ta. 
in San













































































 Another Shipment of Books to 





























& Advertising won additional 
honors this year 




major  from 
Santa Cruz, took

















Campbell  seconds 
after 












GAS  and 
OIL  
.NI.IARA 




































Ae Aldo :41 
//tu4sic 
1518 E. 








































newsmiut,  Dr. tlould













 Grove. He 
worked  at the 
'(an Jose 














1950 and 1953 
respectively,  and 
taught
 newnwriting in the SAN
 
Department.  
He was a 
long-time  
sigma Delta 
Chi supporter and 
professional  
memher.  




































education  in 
a new 
profession is never 
easy, 


























 stemmed from the 
business  and social science 
de-
partments,  as well
 as journalism.
 
In the end an 
interdepartmental  
committee  was 
created with 
all  








 Atkinson of the journal-
ism faculty was the first 
instruc-
tor in 
the  new course on principles 
of public relations. Until then, 
the 







degrees.  "A.B. in P.R." 
were conferred on schedule 
in 
June 1952 to seven men. In the 
years since, the 
number  of public 
relations graduates has grown to 
99 and there now are more than 
60 P.R. majors in residence. A 






The graduates are scattered. 
Donald Brown, '52, is P.R. director 
of an advertising agency in Hono-
lulu. Lawrence Rodriggs '58 is 
assistant P.R. director of Blue 
Cross of Northern California. 
James "Stan" Harvey
 '56 is doing 
employee relations work for the 
missile systems division of Gen-
eral Electric at Pittsfield, Mass. 
David Carter '58 is national P.R. 













888 E. Santa Clara 









 is P.R. director of one 
of the 
' largest
 shopping centers 
in
 the 
country, at Portland. 
Ore. Keith 
Bonnett '59 also is in public re-
lations for merchandising. 
Girl graduates have 
done
 well, 
too.  Judith Lee Machanik '59 is 
editing Lead Wire, monthly 
publi-
cation for Fairchild Semiconduc-
tor Corp.. 
Mountain  View. Nancy 
Newman  '60 is publicity coordina-










 out tor 
an 
"internship"







































































































writing now is taught by 
Kenneth
 
J. Roed, who 
















majors into membersIni 









. Ten Years Later 
stores  in the Los Angeles  area. 
Carmen U-* k '58 Is d.recting 
fund 
raising for a Lutheran 
church
 
group, after working some 
time 
with a public relations fitTn in 
San Francisco. Martha 
Morris  
(McIntyre)















 freshman and sophomore
 
years.
















 writing courses wherever 
possible. 
During the junior 
and senior 
years they concentrate on courses 
In
 public relations, 
public  speak-
ing, business, writing, economics 1957. 
Jose State
 and named 
Pi
 Alpe 
No. the Greek 
letters being 




 and understandm 
Present president of PAN is 
SJS-






Hayward.  PAN is! 





 that this will 
come about. 
. Recently President John T. I 
Wahlquist assigned the public rela-
lions major to the Department of 
;Journalism & Advertising. Repre-
sentatives of the other depart-
ments, however, still constitute
 
anl 
advisory committee to assist in t 
management of the major. 
The only other public 
relation: 
four-year major on the Pacifi, 
coast now is offered
 by the 1.]n.
versity of Southern California, 
I which 












Sign-ups  for 
Sparta  camp coun-
selors begin





dents wishing to be 
interviewed
 
for the positions during the week 
beginning Dec. 4, should 
sign  up 
in the 
College
 Union on one of the
 




Nov. 27 -Dec. 1. 
Sparta camp, 
San  Jose State 
leadership
 training school, will be 
held at the Asilomar
 conference 
grounds 
near  Monterey March 
17 
and 18. The event is 
open to any 
SJS 
student  who wishes to attend. 
Counselor choice 
is based upon 
grades, activities and responses in 
the interview. Freshman 
through  
seniors
 may apply. 
Students who wish to attend 
the  
camp may sign
 up Jan. 8-12. Ac-
cording to Meserve, the cost for 
each student
 will be approximate-
ly $12, 
which  includes lodging and 
board. The program is 
subsidized  
by ASH funds, he said. 

































































































































 d' -,serfs  you 
dream  
about  
 1761 W San CP', 
CV
 7-1712 




Mere  2iningii 
at
 ill elegant 
1..?eat
 









warm service in a 
pleasant atmosphere of quiet el, 











































































































































































































































































































 of Big 











































while  he 







































































Dean  Carl 














Newspapers;  Alex 
Edelstein 
of 
the University of 
Washington  
school of 
communications;  Lloyd 
Berlin,  circulation manager for
 the 
Santa Cruz 




































Make Spring Reservations Now 
 Apartments













(no  extra fee) 
type4of accommialioni 
wilL 










































































































































































































 accustomed to 




Hall, senior members of 
the Department
 of Journalism 
at 
Advertising
 recall with mixed nos-
talgia and 
relief their previous 
campus quarters. 
Way 






 of one 
man, its 
founder,





all  kinds 
was noun,






























































recognized  as a 




the long frame 








SJS Journalism and 
Advertising  
students  in an departmental
 areas 
have won 
recognition  in 
cornpeti-




 25 years ago.
 Scholas-
tic 
performance  of the 
average 
student in the 
department  is re-
ported above the all -college
 aver-
age,













ingDezarrtmaennt  prillbylicciatmlpionsu.sinnektds: 
I paper; 




magazine; and La Torre, year-
book,  also have been
 honored. 
Lyke 
did it again this year by 




Iwinning first place in 
national 




 of the SJS 
Department  of 
Journalism  & Ad-
vertising, is a 
local institution 
I that is more 
than
 four times as 
old. 
The The San 
Jose Mercury-News, 
which passed
 its hundredth birth-
day in 1951, 
has been a staunch 
friend and 
supporter  of San Jose 
State College 
and  of higher edu-
cation for many years. 
A veritable 
teen-ager  alongside 
the century -old Mercury -News, 
the SJS Department of Journalism 
& Advertising has supplied the 
historic newspaper with dozens of 
trained employees. 
On the payroll right now are 
at least two 
dozen  graduates of 








nanno, '41; Pat Loomis, '43; John 
Howe, '43; Geraldine
 Reynolds 
Howe, '44; Tom Rowen, '47; 
Wes 
Peyton, '48; Harry Farrell. '48; 
Dick Cox, '49; Dwight Gedtridig, 
'49; Bob Crabbe, '50; Bob Scheid. 
'50; Bill Ernest. '51; Dan Hruby. 
'51;
 Walt Roessing. '52; Ed Pope, 
'54; Jim 





Spalding, '57; Don 
Nash,  
'57; Leigh Weimers, '58; 
Frances
 





The  Mercury -News also is a 
good source
 of part-time employ-
ment
 for students of the J&A
 de-
partment. 
Many of these 
work  Un-
der the direction
 of Mercury city 
editor Ben Hitt,
 who is an "al-
most-A.B."  
from






-News  film, "Flood
 
Story,"  is now,





at SJS, and 
countless 










developed  trip 
program. 
Sigma Delta Chi competition. Ron 
Bates and John Hopkins
 edited 
the three 1960-61 issues chosen 
best in the nation. Earlier, in fall 
1957, Lyke was assigned 'Top 
Drawer Category' by Mad maga-
zine. 
CIPA CONTEST 
The department entered Call-
forni& Intercollegiate press assn. 
(CIPA) 
contest  in spring 1957, 
and has been taking home tro-
phies  ever since. In spring 1957, 
four SJS students 
won first place 
awards:












sportswriting  went to 
Don  
Becker 
and third place in feature
 pho-
tography to Jim 




I In spring 1958. 
SJS won three 
1 first 











Gene  Tyler won 
second place 
I for news 
photography






































Goetz  for 
news 
photography.


















































































 . . . 





P.M. ON . . . 
SUNDAY  
ONLY 
. . . 
See 
and 
Hear  a Fabulous  Trio 
THE STREET SINGERS 
Action 



















 on a point 
basis






















 have been 
many. The 






offered by the 
California News-
paper Publishers assn. (CNPAI,
 
has gone 
three  times to SJS 
jour-
nalism  coeds: Shelby 
Tree,  1956;1 
Lola Sherman,






won a $2500 
scholarship  to 
study in Latin 
America.  She was 
one of two 
U.
 W. women selected 
to 
receive the award, 
presented 
by the Inter -American Press assn. 
OLDHAM WINS 
Last 
spring  a $200 award of-
fered by the Northern California 
Council. American Association of 
Advertising Agent -tea, went to 
Don
 McIlhenny of SJS. This year 
the council's scholarship-training 







rell R. Oldham. 
The Central 
Coast Counties unit 
(('('CUP
 
or the CNPA awarded 
$100
 
scholarships  each to Martin 
Wong in 1960 and to Jay Thor-














 in government  
service.  
The Hardy Hutchirson jr 
scholarship,
 open to department 
majors, went to Peter Meckel in 
1956 and to Michael Brown in 
1957. 
KAC('HER AWARD 
The Dorothy Kaucher award. 
honoring  the
 SJS emeritus speech 
and drama professor. is a $100 
scholarship for women 
in
 journal-
ism. Winner in 1956 was Janet 
Bruce Hanley and other winners 
have been. Marilyn Peters, 1957; 
Cathie Treagle. 1958: Phyllis 
Mackall. 1959: Maxine Harris. 
1960: and Ellen Shone. 1961.
 
Lynn Lucchetti won the $50 
Mail Advertising Service 
assn. 
scholarship  in 1).60. and Stuart C 
Flensburg received it in 1961. 
Miss Lucchetti last year also re-
ceived the $200 scholarship award-
ed by the San 
Jose  Advertising 
club. Winner of this award in 
1961 was Dean Thompson. 
San Jose Newspaper Guild 
"Gridiron Fund" awards of $100 
each were presented 
to Richard 
Jones, 1954; Charles Rogers, 1955; 
John
 Keplinger. 1956; 
Wallace  L 
Gliciewell. 1957; Waldo Dannen-
brink. 1958: and John Hopkins. 




to $500 and 
presented it 
to Malcoto 'Mike) 
Fujikake, now 
advertising  man-





In 1956, a 
CEO Sisterhood in-
ternational 
peace  scholarship of 
$800 brought Miss Hisayo Kawa-
hare of Japan 
to the SJS Depart-
ment of 










went to Wallace Wood of 
SJS.





Kansas and Ohio state 
university.  
In the March 
1961 newsvariting 
contest, 
James  E. Janssen of SJS 
won fifth place. 






of $100 have been 
won by Robert 
Johnson.








James  Janssen, 1960;
 and 
Wilford
 Keener, 1961. 
Jerry 
Nachman  in 1959 won 
first place
 for feature writing in 
the national 
Sigma Delta Chi 
con-
test. 
SDX  outstanding 
male  grad-
. include Gerald E. Olsen. 
1955; Robert 
Johnson. 1956; John 
Keplinger.  1957; and Anthony 
Taravella, 1959. 
In 1956 SDX 
awards of merit went to Peter 




Alpha Delta Sigma won 
per-
manent 
possession of the Beau-
mont and Hohman 
trophy  in 1957. 
after having won first place in 
1553, 1954,  1455, 1956 and 1957 
in competition 
with  Unive,sity of 
California and Stanford. 
In 1957 ADS received the ADS 
President's Award for winning
 
third place nationally among 
metropolitan 
chapters  and ADS 
second 
place for national 
activity  
I was awarded to Jim Cassidy at 
the national convention in Dallas 











magazine  colicge advertisine 
contest in 
1956-57
 Dick Folger 
was 









Each year special 
recognition is 
given to students who have done 
outstanding work within the de 
partment This year the following 
were honored: Darla Grainger and 
Jill Weinberger, co-editors of La 
Torre; John Hopkins, Lyke editor;, 
Ron Bates, Lyke and 
Spartan. 
Daily editor; Jim Ragsdale, 
Spartan Daily editor; and 
Lynn
 ' 
Lticchetti and Mike Sanders, 
Spartan Daily advertising 
man-
agers. 
Special research papers have 
been written for CNPA by Ed 
I Rapoport. Robert Taylor,
 and 
! 

























 qt. can 38t 
 Castrol   


























When both the department and 
its barracks -mate, the Police 
School, began to experience more 
growing pains, another move was 
indicated. 
The Old 
Music Building. "a tem-
porary 
building"  since the earth's 
crust 
cooled,  had been vacated 
and its 
occupants housed in 
a 
new structure on 
Se%eritti street 
in 1953 when J&A 
members trav-
eled, with song 
in their hearts,
 










 stories of haing
 been evicted 
some
 years before 
while  the build-
ing was 




 reflection intended on 
anybody,  
really! 
Leas than a decade later, it was 
the same 
old story family grow-




again. This time it was another 
of the Fine Arts to the rescue.
 
The Art department packed its 
easels, kilns, and treasures off to 
a new building on the 
new cam-
pus, and J&A moved into the "Art 
Wing" of Tower Hall. But not 
until 
the state had invested $250,-
000 
worth  of building renovations 
and about $70,000 worth ut 
ment in the place. 
So here we are 
wallowing
 in 
luxury,  trying to look as if we 
deserve it all, and 
showing it off 
to the 
world. 
Meanwhile, perhaps the happiest 
man in the entire shuffle is Pro-
fessor Willard Schmidt,
 head of 
the Police School lour former 
" ro er-in- 
aw"which  
is now 
quartered in the Old -Music -Jour-
nalism - Advertising - Building  
Behind -the-Rook -Store,
 
I Professor Schmidt has remarked 
dreamily of late, "We've inherited 
two of your buildings so far; when 
 are you people going to move 
are you going to move again?" 
NEW AUTO INSURANCE 
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED 
SavIngs  
up to $120 on automobile 
insurance 
are
 now common 
for  
married men uncle( 25 years
 of 
age with the California Casualty 
Indemnity
 Exchange. 






 degree of risk 
involved," says 
George  M. Camp-
bell, Sparten 
Representative  for 
the Exchange. 
"We believe that a married man 
with family responsibilities is  
more careful driver, and causes 
fewer accidents." said 
Campbell. 
"Therefore, he is entitled
 to 
rates 
for mature drivers." 
For 
example:  A married men, Apo 
22 






and  Medical 
$500  pays 
about $157 








Casualty he would pay 
about $80 less $16 
dividend,
 or 
 nit of 
$64 (based on current
 
20 per cent 
dividend).  Thus he 
  about 










and women with 




or write for full information
 
to George M. Campbell, 666 
Maple Ave., Sunnyvale: REgent 













the  rauct six 
months
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City Zone State 
Thif tom
 
oar, syslieble ONLY to canape 






























 the United 
States today 








tically by far than their counter-
parts of a generatitm ago, and 
they are much more realistic. 
The  comparative 
economic  se-










































TACOS & ENCHILADAS 
Like the 









Orders -to -Go 
Special Dining Room 
CY 5-9585













they are moving 
away




 50's" and are






That is the 
consensus
 of a poll 
taken by UPI among
 40 educators 
--university
 professors




 reacting to the
 recent chal-
lenge  of Morris B. 
Abram  former 
counsel for the 
Peace Corps. 
Abram  said college
 and high 
school




 and had 
little








MOST  DISAGREE 
A few educators
 agreed with 
Abram. But the 
overwhelming  ma-
jority disagreed. 
Their  view was 
!summed up succinctly 
by James 
C. McLeod, dean 
of students at 
Northwestern university,
 Chicago. 
"I don't think in any generation 





outlook  than in the 
present generation





students  are 
more  con-
scious of the 


















Salt Lake City: 














































































diamonds  as 
fine 
as 'they are 
















are  less 
conformist






















need  to be 
made.  
These kids are 
nobody's  fools. 
They 









A number of educators que,--
tioned what Abram meant lj 
"conservative." 
"There is 
no question of the in-
crease of political 
consematism," 
said Dr. 
Adolph  Grugger. dean of 
men at UCLA. "We
 have thrice 
the number of Young 
Republican-.  
on the campus as Young Dem,
 
crats and there is a 
definite  move-
ment behind Goldwater. 
"But 
to equate this to mean they 
are conformists 
and willing to sub-





solutely not conformists. If 
any-




One of the few who agreed al-
most completely with Abram was 
Dr. Norman Zucker,




Boston. Said Zucker: 
"This trend is explicable by 
view of the fact that the political 
forces facing the youth of today 
are overpowering. These forces are 
so overpowering 
that present day 
tudents are unable to compre-
hend what 
is
 going on and, fur -
1 
hermore,
 do not want to compre-
hend or accept the 
world and its 
complexities." 
Here are some comments from 
high 
schools:  




"They have more 
interest in 
what's going
 on than we 
give  I 
them credit for. Maybe














































 get a 
miscon-






take  time 
to
 sit down 







































agers to a 
great  extent." 
A striking
 difference 






 by   

















 this part of the
 
countly seem
 to be more 
inter-













parents seem to 
give 
them  everything



















































































































founded here a 
year ago is 
turning
 out brighter 
than 
average






R's-  and "the 








 Carl F. 
Hansen. 
















 as "more 
sensible
 use of 
what has been 
learned





tic, as in 
the days of 







, teachers now 
enjoy clear responsi-
bilities and goals." 










those days."  
The out -of -the
-ordinary
 at Ami-
"WORK OF ART" 
Otte Airy 
cervice 


































don is its 
concentration  on the 
old 
time elementary subjects




 school building in a new
 
community 
offered Hansen his 
chance,
 in September, 1960. to test 
his 
principles,  which before then 
had received
 "slow response." 
So 
Amidon became,  in 
effect, a pilot 
project to 
show  parents and Dis-
trict of Columbia
 teachets what 
hard work by the students can, 
accomplish.  
The system proved 
so success-
ful that this year 
every District 




Last June Amidon pupils, froml 
the first through the sixth grades,' 
were given two-day tests which 
also were a test of Hansen's
 prin-
ciples. The results were compared 
with scores from the same tests 
In elementary schools across the 
country. 
Here is 
how  Amidon pupils com-
peted with the naticnal norms for 
the Metropolitan 
Achievement 
Test battery and the Otis 
quick. 
scoring test 
of mental ability: 
First grade  three fourths of 
the 64 Amidon 
pupils
 scored
 at or 
;iliove
 the national 
norm in read-
ing and arithmetic. Only 
one first 




 grade This Hass of 56 , 
pu,pils
 scored above 





Third grade - Different forms
 
of 
the test were given to a 
special  
class for retarded, slow 
readers. 
This group fell below 
the national 
average.  However, 
with  credit to a 
phonovisual program, even 
the re-
tarded  met the national
 average 




The  "regular" 
third  graders 
scored
 above
 the norm 





















spelling  and language 
and 
fell below in other 
areas. But the 
scores were not 
in the national 
I cellar and at the top of the 
Ami-
don  fourth -grade scores 
were  10 
which were almost eighth
 grade 
level  in spelling, language and 
reading.
 
Fifth grade - The 61 
pupils  
beat the national norm in six test 
areas and were equal in the other. 
' Sixth grade Amidon's 59 
sixth graders scored above the na-
tional norms in everything tested. 
In spelling they 
were almost three 
school
 grades ahead of themselves. 
Four
 spelling and two language 
study skills scores were better 
than the national norm for high 
school seniors. 
In summary. 76 per cent of 
Amidon's scores were above 
na-
tional  norms, 
seven per cent were 
equal  and' IS 
'per 
cent
 were below. 
Eighty-two  per cent of the scores 
were equal or above the national
 
ScolVS. 
"We have done 
well," Hansen 
said, 












 enjoyed before  modem
 
teaching
 became the 
vogue.  "The 
simple 
truth  is that the teacher
 is 




and  "kindergarten is 
no 
longer
 a play school." 
It isn't




 work,  and 
controlled 
recesses. 










of thinking,  and
 to do 
this is 
perhaps












































































































































































the quick. His complaint? 
"Ivv's
 
for the birds. Take a thrn 
low with a long neck arid weak 
shoulders. An Ivy  suit makes 
him look like a whooping crane 
with enlarged feet. And who 
wants to look like that?" 
We're 




that's  poi- tiat 
son for
 you. Frankly, 
therein much to be 
said 
in favor of the
 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 us to 
:oniplaint?"ley's
 
Take a thin 
fel.  







































































































































































































































































































































































































greatly  influence the 






nit  ion. 




































some  of 
his  followers
 face 

















action  on 
charges



















a Marine deserter. 




























and  1 
KEEPING BUSY
 
the merger by 1963.
















 and his 
fol.- 



















free  on 
bond,  have been 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































envision  it 
as
































Harrell says he pays the
 fami-
lies for




men  to 
hate" 
and 












 and has 




















would  allow 














 a patent on a 
Marine's
 will. 










motel and has other real estate 
no trouble 
cracking
 down on Sin
-
Then 









based on the 








owns  a sporting goods company. 
.experience
 of a group of U. S. 
Observers say






students in a small Mexican vil-
















 emphasizes "God and 
coun-
 
Lewis  directed the 





































Phone CY 3-9955 
ommumsts, the late Gen. 
George 








try" in its teachings. The school's 
principal is Rev. A. Vance Corner,I. 
a former Methodist minister. 
By DON 
e. BECKER 








I UP!,- The 
man-
 
view the situation with 
the. same 
ner in which 
Britain 
chooses








of pushing the merger along 
there  
is 
Malaya, Singapore and the 
three
 
little that can be done. 




Both Sarnwak and British 
North 
Borneo are  crown colonies. c 
Brunei
 is a protectorate and Sin-
gapore,
 a former crown colony:, 




external 'affairs still are controlled 
by the British.






both are in fasor
 of merger, right- 1 
wing Malayan 
Premier  Rahman y 
be replaced by a Communist- 
I won't take in 
Singapore
 alone,  in- t 
formed sources say. 
Unless Singa-
pore comes 
into the Federation 
with  the three Borneo
 territories
 
in a package deal, it doesn't corny 
, 
in at all. The reason
 for this 













 of North 
Borneo. 
Rahman is very 
suspicious  of the 
many left-wing elements
 in Singe -
By JAIME 
PLENN 
, pore, which include a 
Communist -











thor has come up with a plan. 
which he says could be used as 
RAHMAN FAVORS 
a guide for the U. S. Government's 
But 






 Lauri because he feels 
this







Oscar Lewis, a University of 
with
 





 southern shores. Once in the 
Illinois prrifessor 
as-ho




a 20 -year study of Mexican rural 
SAVE 
ON





















































































































































has  its own flag, 
which flies 
with  six American 
flags from 
the gleaming white 
portico of the 
palatial replica of 
Mount  Vernon. 




who, he claims, was killed by the 
thui. 
He says
 his movement has no 
eonnection  with the controversial 
IJohn
 Birch 
society  "although they 
make a lot of sense." He 
called  a 
roup of "Minutemen"  who are 
'raining for defense 
















 will he subjected 
to 
"The villagers







 left." he said. 
within
 
a 12 -hour 
period," Harrell 
do 
something  for 
the  people 
while
 
He said it has been
 revealed to 
"Our
 idea 
basically  has 
been to 
said.















 of my 20- 
e dropped and 
will  conquer. 
lie United States













to the Applachians 
and 
















special  plans, 
Harrell  














 he says,l 
''The 
Lord 




many  of them." 








 h" village of i 
don't 
like the idea of turning over -
San Andres de la Cal. 
their three Borneo territories. It's 
-The combination of an 
anthro-Inot
 that they want to hold ont,, 
pology field team taSks with those 
the tenitories, which 
certainly  
of the 'Peace Corps'
 offers oppor-
not profitable, but mainly because
 
tunity for






be a violation of 
l take 
relationship




American rural residents," he said.licy. 
"Instead of swamping them 






tories into the Federation would 
think the  people

















 at the same time
 only 
thing. But the trouble is, as 
Lee 


























the  British if thi.e 
ontinue.  as 









 said a great 
deal of un-
pleasantness 
might  be necessary 
he Biitish continued 
to "squill 
on their bases
 in Singapore. 
What 
Lee was doing, 
many le 
ieve, 
was merely establishing . 









 position of 
ti 
British
 bases. Lee apparent.. 
hopes 
to








toward the merger, informs -
sources
 say. 
No one seriously believes Lei 
wants to get rid of the Britt'  
bases at this time because 
are 
an integral part of the Sine,
 
pore economy. But the threat 
might bring some action, Lee 
hopes. 
The British 

































LARGE  BANQUET ROOM 































ORDERS TO GO 


















 hail an 
op-
portunity
 In do their 
field work 
while










 water,  no 
electricity, 
no gas. 




but  others 
learned
 it in their
 
two-month stay,














































































Lewis related how the 




 the two 
months  that six 
L.T. S. university 
students lived in 
the  hut dwellings 
of 
San  Andres de 
la Cal, an an-
cient 








 Little Jewelery Store
 in San Jose 
157 

























































Snap up your appearance 
nith Arrow Tabber Snap. 
Here's a college shirt with the distinctive 
tab collar minus
 the nuisance of a 
collar button to hold the 
tabs
 in place. 




you the crisp. clean 
"savoir
 faire" look. 
Try 
Tahber  
Snap for a change
 of pace in 
striped 
oxford, white and 
colors.
 







































Give your neckline a
 lilt with the 
Tehea,
 seep 
collar so ingeniously contrived it takes only 
seconds to adjust the tabs under the tie knot 
Smart for college men who want a distinctive
 
collar change and true comfort. 
See  us for a com-
plete



































   
Advertising
 
Begins  in 
Advertising
 as a part of the 
college curriculum began at San 
Jose
 tale in 1947 when Carl
 
P 






















the college soon 
had 
"Be of the
 23 accredited  ad-
vertising programs
 in the nation. 
The program is now 
accredited  by 
the Association for 









Nt as -no 
longer  
considered  just 
a sessnent of the 
Journalism de-
partment 
and  the entire program 
was 
renarned  the Department
 of 
Journalism  & Advertising. 
At the end of 
the first year of 








 a total of 212
 graduates 
majoring
 in this field. 
wore four 
graduates  in the field. 
In addition, there have been a 
Flom 
1947 until last June 
there 
'number of students majoring in 
lother fields. who have graduated 
, with advertising minors. Currently, 
40 per cent of students enrolled 
in the department,  are studying 
advertising. 
Originally four, the number of 











Courses currently offered in-





newspaper  advertising staff 
and advertising internship. 





radio -television, direct 
mail, copy 
writing, production and 
individual problems. 
STAFF REQUIREMENT 
Before graduating with an ad-
vertising major, students are re-
quired  to take two semesters on 
the Spartan Daily advertising 
staff. While taking this course 
- 
which has a restricted enroll-
ment of 15students sell news-
paper advertising' to San Jose mer-
chants and businessmen. 
Money received from advertis-
ing sales goes to help support the 
college daily newspaper. During 
the 1960-1961 school year, 6:15,000 
worth of advertisingnational and 
localwas sold by members
 of the 
staff. This is two-thirds of the 
annual cost of the paper. 
Lyke, self -supported college 
receives 50 per cent of 
is revenue 'from advertising and 
per cent from magazine sales. 





















- Tamale - 
Enchilada 










110'T  DOGS  
30e 
TAMALE 350. 




















































































































Quera,  associate 
professors  of ad-
vertising. Professor 
Marshall be-
gan teaching at 
the  college in 
February  of 1958; Professor Quera
 
came  to SJS to be Lyke and Spar-






















bachelor  of fine










 has done 
graduate
 









 of the Cres-
cent  department 
store at 
Spokane, 
Wash., and of G. Herring, Pty. 






to San JocteState, 
Professor 




, Professor Marshall received
 a 
bachelor of science degree in busi-
ness at the 
University of Idaho 
and a master of 
science degree in 
retailing at New 
York university. 
He has done 
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Mexican radio stations. 
University 



























 was a major in 
the  army, 
have teamed
 up to build mail
 
-2etsig


















 worked on 
the advertisin.
 


















staff  of A. Love 
Elliott 
advertising  agency 
bet...,
 
coming to San 









the  American 



















































































































FINEST  SPANISH 
FOODS 
EL 
FARO  TACO 
BAR 
674





































































secret  of 
the  
flavor





















judge  for 
yourself.














































 as a part of the ' 
college curriculum
 began at San 
Jose State in 1947 when Carl R. 
Holtman, now professor 
emeritus.  
inttoduccal four 
courses  in that 
(u-id 
to the Journalism depart-
ment.  




of which was the,ad-
vertising
 staff laboratory for the 
Spartan Dally, the college soon 
had one of 
the 23 accredited ad-
vertising programs in the nation. 
The program is now accredited by 
the Association for Education in 
Journalism.  
In 
1957,  advertising at the col-
lege was -no
 longer considered just 
a segment of the Journalism de-
partment and 
the entire program 




At the end of the first 
year  of 
advertising at the college 
there 
were four 
graduates,  in the field. 


















I Combination Pt's* 
Taco
 - Tamale- 
Enchilada 
Beans














BEEF TACO  350 



















has been a total 







have been a 
number of students majoring in 
other fields. who have graduated 
with advertising minors. Currently, 
40 per cent of students enrolled 
In the department
 are studying 
advertising. 
Originally four, the
 number of 
cannel; offered
 in the field has 
grown to 12 courses of special 
study. 
Courses currently offered in-
clude magazine advertising staff, 
an 
introductory
 and advanced 
daily newspaper advertising staff 
and advertising internship. 
Other advertising courses in-
clude retail, national campaign, 
advanced, radio-television, direct 
mail, copy writing, 
production and 
individual  problems. 
STAFF REQUIREMENT 
Before graduating with an ad-
vertising major, students are re-
quired to take two semesters on 
the Spartan Daily advertising 
staff. While taking this course 
which 
has a restricted enroll-
ment of 15students sell news-
paper advertising' to San Jose mer-
chants and businessmen. 
Money received from advertis-
ing sales goes to help support the 
college daily newspaper. During 
the 1960-1961 school year, $35,000
 
worth of advertisingnational and 
local -was 
sold by members of the 
staff. This is two-thirds of the 
annual cost of the paper. 
Lyke, self -supported college 
magazine,  receives 
Si)
 per cent of 
Its revenue from advertising and 
50 per cent from 
magazine
 sales. 






























and the efficiency of 























Super  Smooth 
Shave stay 
moist and





































































































 Marshall and Leon 
Quera, associate professors of ad-
vertising. Professor Marshall be-
gan teaching at the college in 
February 
of
 1958; Professor Quera 
came 
to SJS to be Lyke and Spar-




Marshall received a 
bachelor of science
 degree in busi-
ness at the University
 of Idaho 
and a master of science degree 
in 
retailing at New York university. 





The British Press: 
of
 

























































































store  at 
Spokane,  
Wash., and 
of G. Herring, Ply.
 
Ltd.,  a plastics 

































who  has 
stud-
ied 





has worked on 
the advertising 












Borg-Warner  in 
Its 
advertising  department
 and on 
the  creative staff 
of A. Lovell 
Elliott advertising 
agency  before 





































































































































































































!Du: a Mar:. a 
Er:t...sh  
newspaper
 ca aaa- given day would 





 fact_ two British 
::es tast as there are two ch..-




- aailed old 
sa-iaar.:  tie 





















Daily Mirror the 
Daily  Ex-
press and 
rr..st af al_ the Sunday 





arch specializes  
newspapers, in that 



















Mercury:Vs-Les.  Charles 
Goodman
 
was awarded an 
Inter-
national Press
 Institute  exchange 
,fellowship.  which 
enabled
 him 
to work on British
 newspapers 
for
 two months. 
He 
was  assigned to the 
kemsley  
Yeu-spapers.
 a chain of .23 
papers. 22 of which are prmincial dailies and the other 
the week-
ly Sunday Times,  




a retiarding experience." Goodman  
explains. "be-
mawc it enabled - 7 -mpare newspapers with which I was 
aminc- th 1, 7. 7. .:..it -s with the British press.'  
:-  7  
:,orking
 with the city 




 the case 
of the more 
se- ,-e 
:as-ic3:a:4  the i.'7,er71- discuss world and na-. -
and in tbe 
case of the - 
talk about 
Diana D.-as --




mar.  - 
rabers : have ramtsx"-e.- --e 
with SOC"._e  nt-..± 
are - 
ma:s of 



























it.  He heard a 
from:  the Cncier 
:77 .  7 
same source as did 
the honorable 
Member-
 the Mosc.aa 
P-adio.  
This sort of 




















year the Char. 






first carried ----ale 
and 
which every Chance.. - a the Ex-
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grea:  -!ay.'
 he re-































































































questioning a sti.s?ect in 
the dea*: 
of Rose 




 aas :sand in a hew 
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a part of the , 
college curriculum began 
at San 
Jose 
State in 1947 when Carl R. 
Hoffman. now professor emeritus. 
introduced four courses in [bat 
field to the 




inception  of -these
 four 
courses, one of which was the ad-
vertising staff laboratory for the 
Spartan 
Daily,
 the college soon 
had one of the 23 
accredited  ad- , 
Vet
-tiling programs in 
the nation. , 
The program is now accredited by 
the Association for Education MI 
Journalism.
 










 the Journalism de-
partment and 





Journalism  St 
Advertising. 
At the end
 of the first year of 
advertising at the college
 there 
were four graduates, in the field. 
From 1947 until 
last June there 
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has been a total of 212 graduate; 
majoring in this field. 
In addition,  there have been a 
number of students 
majoring  in 
!other fields. who have graduated 
, with advertising minors. Currently, 
40 per cent of 
students  enrolled 
in the 




four, the number of 
courses  offered in the field has 





clude magazine advertising staff, 
an introductory and advanced 
daily newspaper advertising 
staff  
and advertising internship. 
Other advertising
 courses in-
clude retail, national campaign, 
advanced, radio-televisien, direct 
mail, copy writing, production and 
individual problems. 
STAFF REQUIREMENT 
Before graduating with an ad-
vertising major, students are re-
quired to take two semesters on 
the Spartan Daily advertising 
staff. While taking this course 
which has a restricted enroll-
ment of 15--students sell news-
paper advertising' to San Jose mer-
chants and businessmen. 
Money received from advertis-
ing sales goes to help 
support  the 
college daily newspaper. During 
the 1960-1961 school year, $35,000 
worth of 
advertisingnational  and 
localwas sold by members of the 
staff. This is 
two-thircla of the 
annual cost of the paper. 
Lyke, self -supported
 college 
magazine, receives 50 per cent of 
Its revenue  from advertising and 
50 per cent from magazine sales. 
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Quera, associate professors of ad-
vertising. Professor 
Marshall  be-
gan teaching at the college in 
February
 of 1958; Professor Quera 
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spar-







CHARLES  MARSHALL 
Professor
 Marshall 
received  a 
bachelor 
of science degree in 
busi-
ness at the 
University  of Idaho 
and a master of 
science  degree in 
retailing at New 
York university. 
He has done graduate





bachelor of fine 
arts  and master 




















advertising  manager  of the Cres-
























































 who has 
stud-





 in layout 
advertising, 
has 
worked on the 
advertising 
staffs of the 
Columbus  Dispatch 
and the Joliet Spectator. 
The  professor worked 
with  the 




 and on 
the creative 
staff of A. Lovell
 
Elliott advertising agency before 
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 Radio, TV 
Newsman
 
A new kind of 
journalist will be 
born on the San  
Jose  State College 
campus next 




He will be seen on regularly 





be heard on daily 
radio  
news 
programs from the college's 
new FM 




And it may not 
always  be a 




 to news events 
with recorder or 
camera  to beat 
the Spartan Daily. 
All  this is now possible because 
of the new, 
quarter -million dollar 
journalism  wing into 
which the 
Department  of 
Journalism  & Ad
-
11"6"M*






vertising moved itself this semes-
ter. 
Upstairs,
 on the second floor in 
J202, one of the 
finest  and most 
modern radio-television journalism 
studios at any college or university 
on the Pacific Coast is now being 
readied. By spring, it will be oper-
ational.  
Designed to serve the
 needs of 
both radio and television, the fa-
cility now enables the department 
to inaugurate a daily radio and 
1
 television news staff to gather, 
write, and produce newscasts in 
the same fashion that
 Spartan 





.. training the newest The equipment  for





































casting  includes: 
* For television, a two -camera 
unit, with mixer, valued at nearly 
$25,000, which is equivalent to the 




professional  stations. The 
control
 board can perform all the 
tricks  of fading, 
superimposing,
 
and cutting that one sees on net-
work TV newscasts. The dirbctor 
can call for the integration of film 
or still pictures with the program. 
* For radio, a fully equipped 
facilit y. including microphones, 
speakers and recorders, to trans-
mit radio news on or off campus. 
When the FM station goes into 
operation, news programs will be 
fed to it directly from the journal-
ism 
radio-television studios. 
A complete news 
monitoring 
system also is being installed. This 
will include not 




 ticks off the latest 
news  
from a news 
agency,  but plans 
also envision
 the monitoring of 
foreign  broadcast stations over 
short-wave radio to keep in touch 




major really has been doing news 
programs for years and years at 
SJS- only few people 
heard them. 
Lacking studio and production fa-
cilities, the programs could only 
be talked into a tape recorder to 
be graded by an instructor or oc-
casionally produced on the col-
lege's closed-circuit 
television  net-





began  in the 
Department 
of 
Journalism  & 
Advertising 
in 

















































course  and 
spent 
his full-time









news  was 
being  































writings  on the
 subject. 




used in the 
basic radio news 
seri:. 
ing
 course by 
Brown  and JOrte 
"Radio and Television
 News," con. 
tinues 
to
 carry the 
original  article 
contributed 
















nalism. It was expanded to 
include  
television and with plans for a 
new 
journalism  building undercon
 
sideration, the time was ripe to 
consider installing broadcasting fa 
citifies. 
Mr. Greb, in 
addition  to having 
served on the staffs of radio 
its.
 
tions in Oakland and San Fran-
cisco,  also had 











in 1951. He was
 di-
rector of 
news  for 
KSJO-AM,  San 
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 at San 
Jose State in 1947 
when  Carl R. 
Holtman, now professor emeritus, 







inception  of 'these four 
courses. one of which was the,ad-
vertising staff 
laboratory for the 
Spartan  Daily, the 
college  soon 
had one of the 23 accredited ad-
vertising
 programs in the 
nation. 
The program is 
now  accredited by 
the Association 




advertising  at 
the col-
lege 




segment  of the 
Journalism de-
partment
 and the 
entire  program 
was 
renamed the 





At the end of 
the  first year of 
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CARL HOFFMANN 
has been a total
 of 212 graduates 
majoring in this field. 
In addition, there
 have been a 
number of students 
majoring  in 








 of students enrolled 




 four,  the 
number  of 
courses offered in the field has 
grown to 12 courses




























 production and 















taking  this course
 





to San Jose mer-
chants and businessmen. 
Money received from 
advertis-
ing sales goes to help support 
the  
college daily 
newspaper.  During 
the 1960-1961 
school  year, $3.5,000 
worth  of advertisingnational and 
localwas sold by 
members of the 
staff. This im two-thirds of the 
annual cost of the
 paper. 
Lyke, self -supported college 
magazine, 
receives  50 per cent cif 
Its revenue  from 
advertising and 
! 50 per cent from 
magazine  sales. 
Advertising 
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stay 
moist 
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 and Leon 
Quera,
 associate 
professors  of ad-
vertising.  Professor 
Marshall  be-
gan teaching at 
the college in 
February 
of 1958; Professor Quera 
came to SJS to 
be
 Lyke and Spar-
tan
 Daily advertising 





















Marshall  received 
a 
bachelor





 of Idaho 
and














received  his 
bachelor of fine arts and master 
of arts degrees from Ohio State 




















 store at 
Spokane,  




















 at the 
University  of 
Idaho  at 
Moscow
 
and at Pocatello 
and at the school 
of retailing
 at New 
York
 univer-
sity.  He was a 
major
 in the army, 




Professor  Quern, who 
has stud-






worked  on the advertising 
staffs of the Columbus Dispatch 
and the Joliet Spectator. 
The professor 
worked
 with the 
Norge division of Borg-Warner in 
its advertising department and ont 
the creative staff of A. Lovell! 
Elliott 
advertising  agency before 
coming to 
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pooled re-
sources  to stamp 

















(FCC) and the 
Post Office 
have






businesses  whose commercials 
are 
beamed north of the 
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method  of 
news dissemination
 from the 
in-
fant 
stages  of 
newspapers  when 
our 
country










 a fugitive from 
England. 
His "Publick Occur-






disapproval of the Boston 
authori-
ties, in 1690. 
John 


































































verse,  did 
not differ 







velopments in the history of jour-
nalism came about with 
publics-
tion of 
"The New York Weekly 
Journal"  by John Peter Zenger 
in 1733. 
In this newspaper, criticism of 
the Crown's authority and open 
discussion of  the rights of the 
people received publication. This 
resulted 
in the arrest of Zenger 
in 
a trial which proved to be 
the first and most
 important step 
in the establishment of 
the  free 
press.
 
Publication difficulties during 
this time were many: subscribers 
were few in number, advertising 
support was limited, paper and 
ink expensive and printing meth-
ods were slow and crude due to 
hand operation. 
News consisted of foreign news 
taken from English newspapers 
You've






information  taken 
from colonial 
papers and private 
letters. This 
explains  why so many 
editors were 
postmasters. 
In the latter part of the eigh-
teenth century the press became 




the colonies. After the Revolution-
ary War there was a great in-
crease in the 
number  and the fre-
quency of newspaper
 publication. 




as organs for presenting 
the con-
tentions of the different
 political 
parties.  
The advent of the "penny press" 
in the 1830s marked the beginning 
of modern journalism. In this era 
human 







 beginning of the
 fall term at San
 Jose 
State, I've had 
the pleasure of 
talking































































































































































































 in his "New 
York Tribune." 
Joseph  Pulitzer, 
in seeking to  
expose abuses and to 
pmmote  
worthy causes for the benefit of 
the common 
people, built
 a great 
newspaper in 
the "New Yon( 
World." 
CLAIM JUSTIFIED 
His claim that newspapers are 
justified in printing 
crime  news 
because crime thrives 
only in 
secrecy  has 
proved
 to he a valid 
one. 


























































































































































































































in 1947 when Carl R. 
Hoffman, now 
professor  emeritus, 
Introduced
 four courses in 
that 
field to the Journalism depart -
From
 the 
inception  of -these four 
courses.  one of which was 
the...ad-
vertising
 staff laboratory for the 
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Association  for 
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50 per cent from 
magazine  sales.  
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you  barely feel the 
blade.
 A 












































professors  of 
ad-
vertising.  Professor 
Marshall be-
gan 





came to SJS to 
be
 Lyke and Spar-
tan Daily
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bachelor of fine arts and master
 
of arts degrees from 
Ohio
 State 





















































Pocatello  and at the 
school 
of retailing
 at New 
York  univer-
sity.
 He was a 
major  in the 
army,
 





who  has stud-
ied at the Illinois
 Institute of 
Technology in 
layout advertising, 
has worked on the advertising 
staffs of the Columbus Dispatch 
and the Joliet Spectator. 
The professor worked with the 
Norge division of Borg-Warner in 
its advertising department and on 
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A reply to critics 
of television is 
promised





newscaster,  when he 
talks  
here at 10:30 a.m.





"Freedom  of 
Broadcasting."
 
Flying to San 




















 of broadcast 
journalism. 







 and the 
Department  of 










































somehow  is failing 
to provide 
Americans 




 of the world. 
In a telegram to 
the journalism 
department, 




said,  "I intend 
that my 
talk





out  to report the 
news
 as it hap-
pens without
 bias but 
within  the 
limitations
 of its time 
structure."  
It













of choice in 
our 
reporting,"  he 




 is the 
intention
 of the 
broadcasting  media 








 ago for 
excellence
 in 





































when he was 15. 
Friends
 set






 he became 
the sta. 
lion's first newscaster. 
After 
high
 school in Troy, 
Ala  
Edwards 
studied  at the Universit)
 
of Alabama, Emory university 
Atlanta, Ga., and
 the University o: 
Georgia Evening
 college. 
He then moved on to a newt  
reporting 
job with WAGF in Do 
than, Ala. From 
there  he went
 to
 
Atlanta as assistant news
 editor 
of the 
Atlanta Journal and the 
Journal station,
 WSB. He (raw. 
ferred
 to VVXYZ 
in
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 by 1961 
Advertising 
as a part





Stale in 1947 
when
 Carl ft. 




 four courses in that 




From the inception 
of -these four 
courses,  one of which was the,ad-
vertising staff laboratory for the 
Spartan Daily, 
the  college soon 
had  one of the 23 accredited 
ad-
vertising




is now accredited by 
the Association 
for Education in 
Journalism.  
In 1957, advertising at the col-











the entire program 
was  renamed 
the  Department 
of 




 of the first year of 





four graduates, in 
the field. 
From 1947 until
 last June there 
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been a total of 212 
graduates  




there  have been a 
number of students
 majoring in 
iother  fields,  who 
have graduated 
with 




 of students 
enrolled 
in the 
department  are studying 
advertising. 
Originally four,
 the number of 
courses
 offered in the 
field has 
grown to 12 
































with  an ad-
vertising major,
 students are re-







taking this course 







 to San Jose mer-
chants
 and businessmen. 
Money received from advertis-
ing 










 year, $35,000 
worth of 
advertisingnational  and 
localwas sold by 
members
 of the 
staff. 
This is two-thirds of the 
annual cost of the paper.
 
Lyke, self -supported college 
magazine, receives 50 per cent of 
its revenue from 
advertising and 
50 per cent from 
magazine  sales. 
Advertising 
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Quera, associate 
professors of mi. 
vertising.
 Professor Marshall be-
gan teaching 
at the college in 
February of 1958; 
Professor  Quera 
came to SJS to be Lyke and Spar-
tan Daily 









 of science 
degree in busi-
ness at the 
University 
of Idaho 
and a master 
of science 
degree  in 
retailing at 
New  York 
university.  
He has done
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 and at the 
school  
of retailing 





 was a major 
in
 the army, 
serving
 as a general
 purchasing 
agent. 
Professor  Quera, who 
has stud-
ied 
at the Illinois 
Institute of 
Technology






staffs of the Columbus Dispatch 




with  the 
Norge division of Borg-Warner in 
its advertising department and on 
the creative staff of 
A.
 Lovell ' 
Elliott advertising agency before , 
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papers  range 
from 
tabloid
 to full size,  
from daily 
to 
monthly,  and from 










newspapers  in the 
United 
States,
 only about 34 are 
5 -day a 
week publications. The others pub-
lish  just four 
of the weekdays_ 




wee,.  7 case of The 




are  monthly. 
student
-edited 
 irreat deal from 



















































'he student g   
There has, perhaps_ been more 
abuse  of this segment of the press. 
both from inside and 




 that a school term 
elapses 
without
 one or more stu-
dent editors. somewhere,  losing his 















 M. Sanders. 
sponsored by 





newspaper  staff mem-
bers 
feel they have








sponding to the survey 
reported  
that the staff felt it had -complete 
or very 
much  editorial freedom" 
Academic 
relationships
 of the 
student press. the survey indicated, 
include 
reports  that six papers are 
operated  "primarily"
 as laborato-
ries. 13 -partly" as 
laboratories  
and  10 not at all 
The 
student
 daily is not con-
nected 
with the department or 
school of journalism 
at 19 Institu-
t.
 :r.s and 15 respondents 
to the 
.:-..ey reported that the 
news-
paper is 




--T.:.nding to a question regard -
problems. taboo areas or 
:Lvd 
moivs.' 11 publications re-
-xt 
that
 they had some and :21 





answered -yes" include the report 
stated: 
 No liquor or beer advertising 
Some pressure on adviser re-
4arding  t o n e ' ' '  
None since 
we
 put in a tevh-
r.7a: 
"Restrict:ie care Ls demanded  
in editorial comment about Legis-
lature






 ad,,-  
- -. ,n." 
One 
univers.:.  ..fficial sought 
identity of 
r..st which was 
not 
disclosed  by 
-News
 from.  e 
capital
 tr.:s 
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